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add some more features, feel the different steps of the bus you ride, and also
enjoy the big range of routes. omsi 2 offers the widest range of routes to date

in the omsi omnibus simulator series. with over 55 routes youll get to drive
almost every type of buses in the history. omsi 2 is developed with the support
of the berlin bus service bvg. as an omnibus driver you have different kinds of
customers and duties, and you need to take all passengers into account. you

have to maintain a good schedule at your bus station and drive your bus safely
through the city traffic. youll need to plan your routes in order to complete
them as fast as possible. experience this new and exciting adventure in the
game omnibus simulator spandau. with omsi 2 youll drive a variety of buses

and many interesting routes, such as the famous tour of berlin through the big
stations of the city. get on the bus you drive carefully and watch the

passengers as you drive. you can experience a lot of unexpected events, and
you might even notice a passenger standing half-way through a closing door or

a brick wall. is your bus ready for the passengers? with more than 50 bus
routes you can drive different buses, including double-decker, articulated and
local buses. enjoy the drive of the buses in spandau and experience a lot of

new things. watch the passengers and the traffic carefully to drive a safe bus.
after a long time without a new omnibus simulator, the people from the branch
aeg simulations ag have been working to create a new omsi omnibus simulator.
therefore, we have been optimizing the development of omsi 2. the new omsi

omnibus simulator is developed especially for the bus routes and buses of
berlin and is equipped with the latest 3d engine technology. as a result, omsi 2

will provide you with a more realistic omnibus experience and will offer you
exciting new things.
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